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The Awakening of a Journalist’s Historical Consciousness:
Sasa Yukie’s Pacific Island Journeys of 2005–2006
Ryota Nishino

School of Social Sciences, The University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji

ABSTRACT
Between 2005 and 2006 a female journalist Sasa Yukie (b. 1974) participated in and documented
the commemoration of Japanese soldiers who died in the Pacific Islands during the Pacific War
with other veterans and the families of deceased soldiers. Sasa’s book, Onna hitori gyokusai no
shima o yuku (2007), integrates her travel experience, impressions of her fellow travellers, historical
accounts, and reflections on battlefields and commemoration sites. This article charts the two-
stage process of Sasa’s emerging historical consciousness in this travelogue. The first phase
involves her growing empathy with her fellow tour members. Sasa follows a well-established
Japanese literary trope that exalts the protagonists’ loss to a noble cause. Thus, Sasa turns tour
members and dead soldiers into tragic yet honourable heroes on her terms rather than theirs.
The second phase involves Sasa’s transformation into a passionate advocate for the greater
recognition of and respect for deceased soldiers, veterans, and bereaved families. This article is
a critical reading of this text, and argues that her travel experience was an impetus for Sasa’s
nationalistic tendencies. Her reduction of the memories of war and Islanders into metaphors of
hōganbiiki discourages questions about the responsibilities and suffering of those involved and
implicated in the war. I argue that this book is significant because it enabled Sasa to carve a
particular journalistic niche as a journalist-activist promoting the interests of Pacific War veterans.

Introduction

Fresh from her first trip to Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands in January 2005, journalist
Sasa Yukie (b. 1974) opens her anthology of travel essays, Onna hitori gyokusai no
shima o yuku (2007; hereafter Onna hitori), with an emphatic declaration. The trip is
‘the most vivid and intense experience in my 30-year life’.1 She urges all Japanese,
particularly her female contemporaries, to visit ‘the islands of shattering jewels’, assur-
ing them that journeys to the islands where Japanese soldiers died en masse during the
Pacific War as one that would alter their perception of life.2 This article aims to
understand from where these statements arose, and exactly how the journeys have
affected her view of history and life. Literary scholars regard travel writing as an eclectic
genre in which the authors exercise liberty in exploiting numerous narrative strategies,3

and Onna hitori is no exception. Sasa weaves secondary accounts of battles, interviews,
her own reflections from historical sites and observations of commemoration ceremo-
nies, with a significant parallel narrative of her own coming-of-age transformation.4

CONTACT Ryota Nishino nishino_r@usp.ac.fj
1Sasa, Onna hitori, 2.
2Ibid., 6. Mark Peattie understands gyokusai as the honourable self-annihilation of a military unit. Peattie, Nan’yō, 274.
3Thompson, Travel Writing, 23; Youngs, Introduction, 174.
4Thompson, Travel Writing, chapter 5 ‘Revealing the Self’; Youngs, Introduction, chapter 7 ‘Inner Journeys’.
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Aware that her interest may seem unusual for an author of her age, Sasa explains
at the outset her motivation for this particular journey. Born in 1974 as the
daughter of postwar baby-boomers, she has no first-hand experience or family
accounts of wartime.5 The trigger for her thirst for war history occurred while
attending a two-year post-secondary college.6 Sasa, then 19 years old, stumbled
upon a memoir, Ārone shūyōjo [The Ahlone Concentration Camp], by Aida Yūji,
a historian and a former prisoner of war in Burma. In the book, Aida recalls a
British lieutenant urging his contrite Japanese superior to maintain ‘samurai spirit’
and not to apologise readily for the principles for which Japan had fought.7 For the
next ten years she claims to have read many war books and memoirs while working
full-time as an editor and then as a freelance journalist. It dawned on her that she
needed to see the sites for herself.8

Judging from her stated age, her encounter with Aida’s memoir would have been
around 1993 when numerous issues associated with Japan’s wartime responsibility
resurfaced at the forefront of public debate.9 At the helm of the debate were neo-
nationalists who sought to liberate the extant historical enquiry from the perceived
excess of contrition and apology for Japan’s wartime wrongdoing. The neo-
nationalists’ revisionism promoted an affirmative outlook on Japan’s past in order
to restore patriotism amongst the populace and to mitigate Japan’s role and respon-
sibility in the war. In particular, Fujiwara Nobukatsu’s provocatively titled Kyōkasho
ga oshienai rekishi [The History that Textbooks Do Not Teach] (1996), Kobayashi
Yoshinori’s bestselling manga Sensōron [On War] (1998), and Nishio Kanji’s
Kokumin no rekishi [People’s History] (1999) brought the debate to public con-
sciousness. The three contributed to a school history textbook that passed the
Japanese Ministry of Education’s certification process in 2001. Critics, both inside
and outside Japan, condemned the textbook because it advanced nationalist histor-
ical interpretations.10 Though Sasa does not acknowledge the direct influence of the
revisionist historians on her views, this revisionist debate serves as a crucial back-
drop to her intellectual trajectory.

The impact of Sasa’s Pacific Island trips on her writing is profound, and by no
means confined to Onna hitori. The National Diet Library catalogue shows that
between 2001 and 2005 Sasa published a number of articles and books on female
employment.11 She has published 73 articles and five books as sole author since
2005. These articles predominantly deal with the Asia-Pacific War and allied themes
such as the politics of history, the Japanese Self Defence Force, and even the

5Her grandfather passed away before she was old enough to ask questions about his experience as a prisoner of war in
Siberia. Sasa, Onna hitori, 2–3.

6Tanki-daigaku in Japanese.
7Aida, Ārone shūyōjo, 69.
8Ibid. Sasa writes that each of her Pacific Island journeys cost her 400,000 yen. In a subsequent interview, Sasa admits
that an unnamed publisher sponsored the first trip to Guadalcanal. Abe and Sasa, ‘Senseki ireitabi’, 125.

9One of the major debates of this era raged around the experience of the Korean sex slaves or ‘comfort women’. A
statement in August 1993 by Chief Cabinet Secretary Kōno Yōhei admitted to the army’s direct and indirect role in
the recruitment and the operation of ‘comfort women’. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ‘Statement’.

10The revisionist history movement has attracted a plethora of media reports and academic research. For an accessible
account on the textbook movement, see McCormack, ‘The Japanese Movement to “Correct” History’. For an outline of
Kobayashi’s career, see Sakamoto, ‘Will You Go to War?’

11National Diet Library catalogue, http://iss.ndl.go.jp/ (accessed 24 May 2016).
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attributes of the ideal Japanese male. Her articles have appeared in magazines such
as Bungei shunjū, Shokun!, Sapio, and Seiron, which are known for conservative and
neo-nationalist proclivities, and in magazines for military enthusiasts and veterans.12

Sasa’s Pacific Island journeys enabled her to reinvent herself and carve a niche in
nationalist circles.

Alongside her journalistic work she devotes herself to commemorating and
disseminating war history in various associations. She serves as a trustee (riji) in a
citizens’ group representing the bereaved families of the Tokkōtai (‘kamikaze’)
pilots.13 In 2009 she established Kingendaishi Kenkyūkai (Contemporary History
Study Group), which hosts seminars by war veterans and study tours for young
Japanese to visit Pacific Island commemoration sites.14 Since April 2011 she has
given lectures in Gōsen Dōjō hosted by Kobayashi Yoshinori. At these public
discussion ‘dojo’, participants generate, develop and publicise opinions on numerous
political and historical issues.15

Though she is not an instantly recognisable writer in or out of Japan, she is not
immune from public criticism. One example of this comes from her travel essay in
the December 2005 issue of Bungei shunjū, a widely circulated literary magazine,
which relates her journey in the Philippines. She claims to have completed a four-
day walk of the entire 102-kilometre route of the Bataan Death March of 1942 –
notorious for the deaths of thousands of American and Filipino POWs. She
concludes that the march alone could not have caused their deaths, though
other causes could have contributed to the casualties.16 An American survivor,
Lester Tenney, wrote a letter of complaint to the Bungei shunjū about Sasa’s
report. He objected to Sasa glossing over the cruelty of the experience, thus
attenuating Japanese responsibility for the suffering of the POWs.17 As well as
showing Sasa’s historical revisionism, his complaint demonstrates the potential of
travel writing as a medium of popular historical representation that warrants
scrutiny and critique along with other media such as manga and school textbooks.

Published in 2007, Onna hitori consists of previously published and new travel
essays from her journeys taken between 2005 and 2007.18 While Sasa’s age and
gender may make her writing unusual – because of the tendency for older men to
write and read war-related genres – she does nevertheless give a different insight
into commemoration tours, a niche form of travel that remains relatively unknown
to the public but deserving of scrutiny. Commemorations of war and tours to battle
sites have generated scholarly work in multiple disciplines. In particular, tourism
and heritage studies may enquire about the creation and the maintenance of

12National Diet Library catalogue, http://iss.ndl.go.jp/ (accessed 22 January 2017).
13Tokkōtai senbotsusha irei kenshō kai, ‘Yakuin shōkai’.
14Sasa gives this group a nickname, PandA kai. The namederives fromher favourite animal, the panda. The name also references
the group’s motto in English, ‘Passion and Action’. The purpose of the group, as stated in Japanese, is ‘to confront history to
become proud Japanese’, a coded pledge to revisionist historiography of the PacificWar. Kingendaishi kenkyūkai, ‘PandA kai’.

15Kobayashi, Gōsen dōjō, 4.
16Sasa, ‘“Bataan shi no kōshin”’.
17‘Article Downplaying’. Also see Tenney, ‘Letter from: Lester Tenney’. Subsequently, Bungei shunjū translated the letter
and published it in its March 2006 issue. Tenney, ‘Bataan shi no kōshin’.

18Her essay on the Bataan journey is not featured in Onna hitori. Most of her previously published essays were revised before
being republished in Onna hitori. The order of the chapters in Onna hitori does not follow the chronological order of her
journeys.
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historical memory and experience in general.19 Travel writing approaches these
issues from the perspective of travellers rather than that of historians. Onna hitori
reveals how close Sasa comes to identifying herself with post-1990 historical revi-
sionism as a result of her journeys, and helps us appreciate that the power of
witnessing can lead a young individual to a particular historical consciousness
about the Pacific War.

This article delves into the burgeoning nature of this political process. First, Sasa
develops an interpretation of defeat that is congruent with the conservative
interpretation. Second, she adopts a nationalist stance on commemoration of the
deceased soldiers. Underpinning these steps is her self-portrayal as a sensitive traveller
capable of achieving empathy with the war victims. Beneath the persuasive power of her
words, the historical consciousness she has acquired has led her to reduce the nuances
of soldiers’ roles into tales of victimhood, which end up amplifying a conservative and
nationalist bias in answering questions of and about the wartime atrocities.

In Onna hitori Sasa’s travel experiences of commemoration tours allow her to
empathise with fellow travellers and dead soldiers. On five of the six journeys featured
in Sasa’s book she travelled with irei-dan – groups of veterans and families of deceased
soldiers – to conduct commemoration ceremonies. Sasa does not make it clear how
much interaction with the Islanders she had, or whether or not she relied on local
interpreters on all her journeys. Her portrayal of this experience complements a
conservative interpretation of war defeat that has gained wide currency in Japan. In
the aftermath of defeat, the mainstream Japanese public and the government viewed
dead soldiers as martyrs for a peaceful and prosperous Japan, who were thus beyond
reproach. Philosopher Takahashi Tetsuya reminds us that throughout world history the
commemoration of deceased soldiers arouses powerful emotions and serves as a means
to cement collective identity. Terms such as ‘fallen soldiers’ in English strike similar
emotional chords to the Japanese equivalent eirei (heroic spirits).20 For the Japanese,
however, there are specific ideological processes at work. For example, the literary
tradition of hōganbiiki (nobility of sacrifice to a losing cause) buttresses the conservative
orthodoxy.21 Historian James Orr understands that the function of hōganbiiki lies in the
sentimental treatment of sacrifice and the turning of deceased soldiers into tragic heroes
of an otherwise futile defeat.22 The emotional appeal in hōganbiiki waxes in self-
indulgent pathos and builds up the protagonists’ plight to evoke sorrowful empathy
in the reader. This appeal broadens the notion of victimhood but makes hōganbiiki a
double-edged sword. On one hand, it can raise questions about how it came about that
soldiers were sacrificed so pitifully and lead the readers to a general condemnation of

19A discussion of other commercially operated tours to battle sites is beyond the scope of this article. Theoriginal purpose of irei-
dan’s (groups of veterans and families of deceased soldiers) journeys resembles pilgrimage and they are not presented as
commercial enterprises, despite the fact these tours provide economic benefit for the local residents. Commemoration tours
may constitute a sub-category of dark tourism, which promotes sites of war, calamity and death as commercial tourist
operations. Lennon and Foley, Dark Tourism, 1. Scholarly work on Japanese pilgrimage to Pacific War sites is on the rise; see
Hamai, ‘Sengo Nihon no kaigai senbotsusha irei’; Nakayama, ‘Senbotsusha irei jumpai oboegaki’; Dvorak, ‘Who Closed the
Sea?’; and Yamashita, ‘The Japanese Encounter’.

20Takahashi, Kokka to gisei, Chapters 3 and 7, esp. 139. Takahashi draws on, amongst other sources, Mosse’s classic,
Fallen Soldiers, as well as examples from Japan and abroad. Takahashi identifies common features and functions of
commemoration amidst changing meanings and intent.

21English translation by Orr, The Victim as Hero, 11.
22Ibid., 22.
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war. On the other hand, victim consciousness in hōganbiiki can forestall questions
about the role the Japanese played as aggressors in the war.23

Developing and Expressing Empathy

Sasa’s first Pacific Islands journey, to Solomon Islands in January 2005, shows how
readily she developed her empathy with the deceased soldiers and with bereaved
families and veterans on the trip. Sasa is aware of her outsider status, being neither a
veteran nor a bereaved family member, and concerned about fitting in with the group.
In the early stages of the journey, the others welcome her with open arms for showing
earnest interest in commemoration and the Pacific War; this assuages her initial
anxiety. At a memorial ceremony she finds herself so choked with emotions that she
cannot sing with the others.24 Sasa does not explain how or why she felt overpowered
by the emotions, but her story demonstrates that an outsider can feel strong grief
despite having no direct connection with the deceased soldiers. As detailed below, she
continues to develop empathy with different groups and turns this development into
the focus of her travelogue.

Veterans make up a group to whom Sasa accords enormous respect. After the same
trip to Guadalcanal in January 2005, she meets an 88-year-old veteran Okada. He was
one of a few escapees in the Ichiki Detachment that was comprehensively defeated by
the Americans at the Battle of Tenaru River on 21 August 1942.25 Wounded and
undernourished, Okada was repatriated to Japan via military clinics in New Britain
Island, Papua New Guinea (hereafter PNG) and in the Philippines. He tells Sasa that his
return to Japan did not end his hardships, but stresses that his postwar struggles were
personal and on-going.26 The pain of the long war, Okada feels, drives him to beg Sasa,
both at the beginning of her interview and at the end, not to ‘write bad things about
[his] comrades’.27 As if respecting his plea, Sasa gives his experience an ‘aura of
sentimentality around tales of futile suffering’.28

In subsequent episodes, Sasa’s use of hōganbiiki goes beyond turning the veterans into
heroes as she turns herself into a heroine capable of empathising with the tragic heroes. On
the last day of her second trip to Guadalcanal in July 2006, Sasa finds a few hours to visit the
memorial for the Ichiki Detachment. There she offers snacks and cigarettes, burns incense
sticks, and splashes water around the memorial to honour the spirits of the fallen soldiers.
She says to herself: ‘Mr Okada, I’ve made it. I’ve kept my promise to you.’29 She goes on to
reveal that Okada asked her to conduct a memorial for his dead comrades. While this
gesture adds extra layers of sentimentality to Okada’s grief, her remark pulls readers away
fromOkada and draws their attention instead to her as someone with heightened sensitivity
towards and solidarity with the veterans and deceased soldiers.

Sasa’s growing empathy with veterans is demonstrated by seemingly trivial episodes.
In her July 2006 trip to Bougainville, a province of PNG, she hears a strange noise in

23Ibid., 11–12.
24Sasa, Onna hitori, 40.
25For details of this battle, see Merillat, Guadalcanal Remembered, 103–106.
26Sasa, Onna hitori, 35.
27Ibid.
28Orr, The Victim as Hero, 11.
29Sasa, Onna hitori, 36.
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her hotel room and screams at the sight of geckos – the source of the noise – on the
walls.30 Her reaction propels her to ask herself how a soldier may have reacted during
the war:

This is Bougainville. Soldiers must have been so happy to see these small reptiles. How
pathetic of me to be startled by the sight of geckos. Think of the suffering of the starving
soldiers! … When I think of geckos as precious food, I don’t really mind their grotesque
appearance.31

Sasa’s initial fear of the geckos quickly makes her question her values. She recalls that
starvation killed more soldiers than did direct combat in the southwestern Pacific
Islands. She proclaims her resolve to no longer be a faint-hearted ingénue and to
cultivate a genuine admiration for soldiers’ tenacity and will to survive. She tries to
overcome her fright and explains to herself geckos are harmless and even beneficial in
reducing infestation because they eat small insects.32

In adopting the soldiers’ perspective, Sasa refers to themost common cause of illness and
death amongst the soldiers in the southern Pacific Islands: malnutrition. She recognises that
the nicknames given by soldiers to the islands were an attempt tomake sense of their plight.
Guadalcanal was known as gatō, meaning the island of starvation; Bougainville was botō,
island of graves. Soldiers watched their comrades die and called their deaths mudajini
(unnecessary deaths) and inujini (dying like dogs). These emotionally loaded bywords
convey the soldiers’ resignation to their fate and their resentment of the war. As historian
Fujiwara Akira documents, the soldiers’ desperate bid for survival intensified after the
Allied bombing of the Japanese supply vessels, leaving the soldiers without new provisions.
Hemaintains that the grim realities on the ground in the islands conflicts with the portrayal
of brave and patriotic soldiers who sacrificed their lives for their country.33 It is those
realities that spur some veterans and historians to ask crucial questions about who bears
responsibility for these unnecessary deaths.34 While we may expect Sasa to draw conclu-
sions about the soldiers’ sentiments behind these nicknames, her descriptions of how
soldiers suffered are presented as simple, irreproachable facts, disconnected from any
analysis or broader questions about the war. This suggests her empathy lies more with
the soldiers’ feelings of resignation rather than with their anger, and that she is unlikely to
ask who bore responsibility for the soldiers’ suffering.

In Bougainville, Sasa and her group leave the village of Bonis for another on the central-
eastern coast of Arawa. The trip entails a boat ride and another long ride in a derelict bus,
where the seats are merely long benches on each side of the vehicle. The bus is crowded,
carrying Sasa’s group, local passengers and everyone’s luggage. Already exhausted from heat,
Sasa finds the vibration from the bus unbearable.35 She then notices a passenger sitting next to
her, Yamaguchi, an 88-year-old veteran of the Guadalcanal campaign and a frequentmember
of commemoration tours. Sasa is impressed with his unflagging energy and fitness during the
journey. On the vehicle she finds him fast asleep even though the bumpy ride lasts four hours.

30Ibid., 106.
31Ibid., 107.
32Ibid., 106.
33An estimated total of 2.3 million Japanese soldiers died in the Asia-Pacific War; 1.4 million of these deaths were from
starvation and illness caused by the war. Fujiwara, Uejini, 3, 12, 29.

34Fujiwara’s Uejini is a well-known work that probes such responsibilities.
35Sasa, Onna hitori, 108–109.
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Suddenly the bus jolts and wakes him up. He mutters that the bus ride has massaged his
whole body.36 Then Sasa writes:

My eyes were fixed on him. I then understood how he had survived the harsh battlefield
conditions… His nerves were such that he did not get agitated under any situation – such was
his optimism. I could not help thinking about myself. What was I looking for in Bougainville?37

Her admiration of Yamaguchi juxtaposed against her desire for modern conveniences
reminds her of the mental and physical gap between her and the seasoned veterans, a gap she
feels compelled to bridge before she can truly join the tour community. Yamaguchi’s
exceptional physical fitness is a commonly observed phenomenon anthropologist
Nakayama Kaoru has identified. In his participant-observation study of a commemoration
tour to New Guinea, he was told by members of the irei-dan that they felt a surge of energy
during tours. Nakayama understands this as an expression of their receptivity to the mystical
forces of fallen soldiers and their sense of strengthening their bond with the dead .38

Meanwhile, Sasa paints a self-deprecating caricature of herself as an anti-heroine. She has
not yet attained the requisite maturity to empathise fully with the soldiers’ plight. Nevetheless,
her self-portrayal demonstrates her renewed determination to overcome her shortcomings.

Another group Sasa comes to empathise with is bereaved families. Earlier in the
book, she earns instant acceptance by irei-dan members by demonstrating her genuine
interest in soldiers’ experiences. This acceptance allows her to feel more emotional
engagement during the commemoration. Her empathy for the bereaved families con-
tinues to grow and her expressions of empathy take on the characteristics of hōganbiiki.
In a subsequent trip to Bougainville in September 2005, Sasa relates a story of a mother-
and-daughter pair, Tsugie and Sachiko. Tsugie’s husband Saburō, a naval officer, died in
combat on nearby Sohano Island in January 1945 and she raised her daughter single-
handedly. Since her retirement, Sachiko has devoted herself to turning a modest
flowerbed on the island into a war memorial and maintaining it.39 Sasa observes the
mother and daughter marking the official opening of the memorial. Sasa admires the
widow’s restrained demeanour and the daughter’s contented face as they speak about
their memories of Saburō at the ceremony, while thinking that their expressions
understate the hardship and loneliness they have endured. She writes, ‘no one would
have doubted their hardship because they are such warm people. Their personalities
made the opening ceremony of the memorial at Sohano so lively that even the local
residents attended the ceremony’.40 This portrayal of the pair as properly mourning
Saburō’s death without complaint about their own hardship amplifies their moral
rectitude. Furthermore, Sasa understands that their memorial commemorates not
only the death of Saburō, but also that of the other Japanese soldiers and the
Islanders who died on Sohano. Sasa’s description of the pair resembles hōganbiiki in
that it stresses ‘the nobility of sacrifice to a losing cause’.41 Sasa turns these two women
into tragic heroines who have overcome personal adversity and lauds their dedication to

36Ibid., 109.
37Ibid., 109–110.
38Nakayama, ‘‘Senbotsusha irei jumpai oboegaki’, 192.
39Sasa, Onna hitori, 111–114.
40Ibid., 115.
41Orr, The Victim as Hero, 11.
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the greater cause of commemoration. Her empathetic treatment of the pair underlines
her growing conviction that the deceased soldiers should not be forgotten.

However touching this reporting may be, Sasa uses a mixture of narrative
strategies to celebrate the pair as model bereaved family members who continue
to commemorate Saburō as a figure of hōganbiiki. For instance, Sasa’s description of
the memorial can, potentially, mislead the reader into thinking that Sasa met the
pair and witnessed the ceremony in real time. In fact, her account derives from her
follow-up interview with Tsugie and Sachiko after her journey to Bougainville in
September 2005 and is inserted in the middle of her Bougainville chapter. Sasa’s
writing is skilled enough to glide between travelogue and reportage. Although she
clearly prefaces the episode as a side story,42 she integrates journalism and travelo-
gue to make the reader feel as if the author could have been at the ceremony with
the pair. Sasa’s representation is also problematic in terms of its substance. She
writes about the pair’s hardship, but does not provide direct quotations from Tsugie
and Sachiko regarding their actual thoughts and feelings. The closest Sasa comes to
telling us how the pair feel is a quotation of the inscription that states, ‘We offer our
deepest condolences to Japanese soldiers and local residents who lost their lives on
this island.’43 She lets the inscription speak for the mother and daughter and expects
the reader to feel similar respect for the bereaved family, the deceased soldiers, and
the Islanders from this brief sentence.

Moreover, Sasa cites the reception by the Islanders as an additional laurel for the
pair. She writes of a local newspaper report on the pair’s work, and of the Sohano
Islanders’ presence at the ceremony, including that of the Bougainvillean president
Joseph Kabui, to give the memorial a stamp of official endorsement.44 Just as Sasa
glosses over the voices of the mother and daughter, she also overlooks the Sohano
Islanders’ side of history or their opinion on the war, and reduces them to being extras
whose main role is to honour the Japanese soldiers and support the memorial both at
the highest political level and at grassroots. Beyond this, Sasa’s narrative technique
assumes and celebrates the altruistic role of Tsugie and Sachiko while downplaying
their desire to come to terms with their private grief. Such representation indirectly
validates the ideology of hōganbiiki that honours the soldiers’ sacrifice for a ‘peaceful
and prosperous’ postwar Japan, and reconciliation with the local residents.

Empathy with Deceased Soldiers

Arguably, the deepest level of empathy Sasa develops is with the deceased soldiers. In
her first trip to Guadalcanal, in January 2005, she meets Kanno, who was a private
during the Guadalcanal campaign. Two-thirds of his unit died in combat; most of the
survivors were injured. After narrowly escaping death in Guadalcanal, Kanno was
deployed to China and Indo-China. Kanno tells Sasa he resents people without combat
experience writing about the battles as if they had fought the battles. While reading the
diary that Kanno shows her, Sasa notices a small hand-written sentence: ‘We the

42Sasa, Onna hitori, 110.
43Ibid., 114.
44Ibid., 110–111.
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privates are expendable.’45 Kanno’s short sentence reveals his resentment of privates
being treated as ‘expendable’ foot soldiers. It is likely that the physical conditions he was
subjected to caused him to feel such resentment. Sasa only comments that this sentence
represents Kanno’s state of mind. Just as she fails to raise questions about the respon-
sibility for deaths of soldiers earlier in her account, so she fails to develop Kanno’s
resentment and simply changes the topic. Sasa overlooks the potential for Kanno’s diary
to illuminate the tension between veterans and bereaved families who harbour resent-
ment against the military and the state, and the state-centric desire to commemorate the
dead soldiers as making noble sacrifices.

Instead, Sasa relates a prayer Kanno offers daily for the deceased soldiers’ souls to rest in
peace.46 He takes one of the offerings, daifuku (a rice cake filled with sweet bean paste),
from the Buddhist altar in his house, and suggests Sasa share it with him. He tells her that
daifuku was one of the food items that reminded many soldiers of the comforts of home,
and that these daifuku were desperately coveted in the soldiers’ last moments. Sasa writes
that as she tastes the daifuku she feels tears welling up in her eyes. From this moment, she
begins thinking of daifuku not as an ordinary confection, but as an emotional bridge
between her and the spirits of the fallen soldiers.47 Sasa does not elaborate what her tears
represent. Rather, she prefers to leave it to the reader’s judgement. In identifying with the
soldiers’ tragic heroism, she falls into the trap of hōganbiiki in that she cannot see who was
responsible for their deaths or see the soldiers as potential aggressors.

Nonetheless, Sasa’s view of history takes a clear shape in her second trip to
Solomon Islands in July 2006, when she attends a memorial ceremony along with
the irei-dan, expatriate Japanese and the Japanese ambassador to Solomon Islands.
She quotes a speech by the chairperson of the All-Japan Solomon Islands
Association, a Japanese national who acknowledges the yearning of the travellers
to reunite with the spirits of the fallen soldiers and recognises the deceased
soldiers’ desire to return to Japan. He praises the contribution made by the
soldiers towards the present peace and prosperity Japan enjoys and gives fulsome
credit to their sacrifice for the successful contemporary relations Southeast Asian
states have with Japan.48 The speech offers the Japanese mainstream interpretation
of Japan’s defeat; it affirms rather than critiques the role of Japanese colonialism
and military occupation in those territories in laying the foundations for postwar
long-term benefits.

This speech is flawed not only for its omissions and for lumping the Pacific
Islands with Southeast Asia, but also for ignoring the complex relationships Japan
had across the Pacific Islands. Whereas Micronesian Islands were Japanese colo-
nies (Nanyō Guntō) from 1922 to 1945, southern Pacific Islands experienced short
and intense periods of Japanese military occupation and violence during wartime.
Solomon Islands and PNG were no exception.49 The speech stressed the success of
Japanese foreign aid and investment, but epitomised a residual imperial mind-set

45Ibid., 64.
46Ibid.
47Ibid.
48Ibid., 72.
49Shizimu Yasuko collected numerous oral testimonies of wartime experiences of Guamanians, Papua New Guineans
and Solomon Islanders, featured in Mori to sakana to gekisenchi.
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that reduces the world to a stark dichotomy of metropole and periphery, one in
which Japan always takes the central role, supported by the colonies and occupied
territories.50 Sasa’s unquestioning treatment of this speech reaffirms the sentiments
arising from the neo-nationalist and revisionist historiography gaining circulation
at the time of her journey.

In Sasa’s book, the memorial ceremony closes with the entire group singing Furusato
(Hometown) – a song reminiscing about home and family. When it ends, the rain that has
continued throughout the ceremony suddenly stops. A tourmember calls it ‘the rain of tears’.
Sasa writes, ‘Rain of tears – the tears of the soldiers who died in combat here turn into rain and
pour down on us. How could we, the postwar generation, respond to their sentiments?’51 She
concludes the Solomon Islands chapter with this rhetorical question, inviting the reader to
ponder.

Clearly Sasa accepts the tour member’s judgement of the rain as a symbol of grief and of
the dead soldiers’ appreciation of the ceremony. She tells the reader that since she started
travelling to these sites, she has heard numerous stories of surreal coincidences and super-
natural incidents, and has had these experiences herself. Sasa doubts she would appreciate
such occurrences if she had never taken these journeys.52 Nakayama reports that irei-dan
often witness uncanny coincidences during commemoration tours and believe them to be the
work of the departed soldiers. Nakayama’s concern is not whether these occurrences are true.
Rather, what is important is that the travellers state these occurrences allow them to feel the
spirits of the fallen soldiers, for the purpose of the commemoration tours is communicating
with the spirits, not keeping them quiet.53 Likewise, Sasa’s claim of experiencing surreal
incidents entitles her to solidarity both with tour members and the spirits of dead soldiers.
Contesting these subjective experiences seems counterproductive. Suffice to say that the
conversion from scepticism to acceptance allows her to claim greater authenticity and boosts
her authority over those who have not participated in commemoration tours.

In subsequent journeys we find her stressing her sensitivity to the spirits of dead soldiers
and actively engaging with them. On her journey to Bougainville in September 2005, she
and her commemoration group meet a group of bone collectors from Japan.54 The group
have excavated the skeletons of 12 dead soldiers almost in their entirety and put them in
mounds with a skull on top of each, ready for cremation:

Normally we would just describe the scene as eerie. But it was a little different. Certainly I
was shocked. But I felt as if I were overwhelmed by a solemn atmosphere and just wanted
to put my hands in prayer. This was the feeling I got from encountering something
noble.55

50Crocombe, Asia, 46–55. While Ron Crocombe offers an overview of Japanese involvement in the Pacific in historic and
contemporary periods, Mark Peattie’s Nan’yo details Japanese colonisation of Micronesia up to 1945. For postwar
Japanese relations with Pacific Islands, see Tarte, Japan’s Aid on Japan’s aid diplomacy, and Barclay, A Japanese Joint
Venture, for Japanese investment in the fishery industry.

51Sasa, Onna hitori, 72.
52Ibid.
53Nakayama, ‘‘Senbotsusha irei jumpai oboegaki’, 206 and 214 n. 49.
54Bone collection tours aim to recover and repatriate the remains of deceased soldiers. The Ministry of Health, Labour
and Welfare Commemoration (then Kōseishō) initiated bone collection tours in 1952. The pattern of these tours has
changed over the years, but participation remains exclusive to the bereaved families. Commemoration tours are
typically organised by associations of veterans and bereaved families. The main purpose is to commemorate the
deceased soldiers. Nakayama, ‘Minami taiheiyō’, 234–235; Camacho, Cultures of Commemoration, 117–119.

55Sasa, Onna hitori, 138.
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Overcoming her initial reaction, she opens herself to sensing something solemn and
even spiritual that compels her to put her hands in prayer. This scene, more than others
in Onna hitori, marks a departure from Sasa as passive observer and shows her
identifying the soldiers as noble – an essential pillar of conservative and, especially,
revisionist historiography. One fellow tourist judges from the teeth in the skulls that the
soldiers would have been in their twenties. This prompts her to speculate on their lives
if they had survived and returned to Japan, and how their families must have longed in
vain for their return. Sasa reflects further:

I was thinking of these things while watching the burning flames. Then I was getting
increasingly annoyed. What was I annoyed at? Myself? My generation? The state? I became
even more annoyed at myself that I could not even figure this out.56

Sasa’s rhetorical questions show her transition from passive empathy to an active
engagement. The transition provokes her frustration over her inability to identify the
source of her annoyance. Sasa’s new awareness marks the emergence of a new historical
consciousness and a new motivation to travel: she wants to identify the sources of her
frustration, which will allow her a more meaningful understanding of the past and
alleviate her annoyance. This in the end surpasses her initial desire to see the sights for
herself and develop historical insight in situ.

Simmering Anger: Memory and Amnesia

In her travels to this point in the book, Sasa has charted a haphazard yet gradual
engagement with the memories of the grieving survivors and the images of dead
soldiers. Her steps mirror the process of developing a historical and political conscious-
ness. On her fifth trip, in August 2006, she travels to Kiribati in the central Pacific with
the All-Japan Kiribati Friendship Society. The group have come to commemorate the
Battle of Tarawa (20–23 November 1943). Out of a total of 4871 Japanese troops, 4729
were killed, compared to 1072 American deaths out of the 18,600 Marines who
landed.57 Unlike other chapters, her chapters on Kiribati feature greater interaction
with the local population, aided by a Japanese-speaking interpreter.

On Betio Atoll (an islet in Kiribati) she meets a 76-year-old Kiribati man named
Tebewaka who tells her of his horror at seeing the Japanese landing in 1940. He was
rounded up with other Islanders. Anyone who disobeyed the Japanese was punished.
Theft of food resulted in the execution of some Islanders by the Japanese. Sasa asks
Tebewaka for his opinion of the executions, to which he replies: ‘Well, they broke the
rule. It can’t be helped.’58 His laconic response prompts Sasa to ask him whether he
feels resentment towards the Japanese. Tebewaka responds:

‘Before the Japanese there were the British and Australians … I [Sasa] was surprised to
learn that the people in former colonies think like this. ‘The Japanese gave us rice. From
then on, they were not scary. After the war the Americans gave us chocolate’.59

56Ibid., 140.
57McQuarrie, Gilbert Islands, 130. Gilbert Islands changed its name to Kiribati upon independence in 1979.
58Sasa, Onna hitori, 175.
59Ibid., 175.
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This interview is the first instance in Onna hitori of Sasa recording a Pacific
Islander’s view of the war. On the surface, Tebewaka’s fear of the Japanese colonists
is consistent with English-speaking scholars’ findings that Micronesians alluded to the
war experience as a typhoon that eventually passed – as an unavoidable fate that
destroyed their livelihood.60 While Sasa acknowledges Tebewaka’s initial fear of the
Japanese and of their cruelty, she amplifies the elder’s growing ease with the Japanese
after receiving food. Whether she intended to or not, Sasa’s use of Tebewaka’s comment
presents the Kiribati people as passive and fatalistic, and attenuates the Japanese
responsibility for their violence against the Islanders. Notwithstanding diverse patterns
of interaction between the Japanese and Pacific Islanders, the general pattern on Pacific
Islands under Japanese military occupation was that of ‘divide and rule’.61 Japanese
military officers may have groomed select local residents as colonial elites, but Islanders’
oral testimonies also point to the experience of hard labour, violence and executions by
the Japanese.62 Thus, privileging one man’s comment gives readers an impression that
his comment is representative of the sum total of Islander experiences with the
Japanese.

This interview epitomises the imbalance of power between Japan and Kiribati, as did
the silent presence of the Sohano Island residents at Tsugie and Sachiko’s memorial.
Moreover, the local interpreter Sasa used adds nuance to her interview. He is an
instructor at a Japanese-funded fishery-training centre in Kiribati who learnt to speak
Japanese as a student.63 The interpreter becomes a metaphor for Japan’s postwar aid
diplomacy and efforts to reconcile with Kiribati. Through the interpreter Sasa asks
Tebewaka more about his wartime experience and finds out that he was forcibly
relocated to an adjacent island. He returned home after the battle only to find his
village in ruins. Tebewaka tells her that the surviving villagers had no choice but to start
afresh:

The whole time Tebewaka spoke calmly as if he had few hang-ups about the past. But
that’s my own interpretation … We notice those who shout out ‘I am a victim of the war’.
But there are people who have tolerated their fate. It made me question whether or not we
paid attention to those people.64

Sasa pits Tebewaka’s comment against those ‘who shout out “I am a victim of the
war”’. This portrayal of Tebewaka as a stoic survivor enables her to invent and satirise
campaigners seeking full redress for Japanese wartime actions as lacking tolerance to
adversity and ‘playing the victim card’ to claim moral high ground. Thus, Tebewaka
makes an ideal ally for Japanese historical revisionists who seek to downplay the
severity and responsibility of Japanese wartime atrocities.

60Poyer, Falgout and Carucci, The Typhoon of War 330.
61For an overview of the wartime relations between Japanese soldiers and the Pacific Islanders, see Crocombe, Asia,
51–52.

62Chapters by Gegeo, Fifi‘i, Waiko and Saito in White, ed., Remembering the Pacific War recount the experience of
Solomon Islanders, Papuans and New Guineans, and Japanese soldiers in Papua and New Guinea. Compare with the
experiences of the Micronesians as detailed in the following: Camacho, Cultures of Commemoration, Peattie, Nan’yo,
Poyer, Falgout and Carucci, The Typhoon of War, and Poyer, Falgout and Carucci, Memories of War.

63Sasa, Onna hitori, 147. See Tarte, Japan’s Aid, 126, about the training centre. Currently, Kiribati faces a severe threat
from rising sea levels. Japan is a major donor of foreign aid to Kiribati. Crocombe, Asia, 12, 218, 102 note 36 and 244.

64Sasa, Onna hitori, 176.
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Sasa’s support for the revisionists is evident again in the next chapter, on her trip to
Saipan and Tinian in July 2005.65 Sasa visits the Banzai Cliff in Saipan where thousands
of Japanese, Chinese and Korean civilians jumped off the 249-metre cliff to escape
capture by the encroaching Americans in the final stage of the Battle of Saipan in
July 1944.66 The memorial was defaced with discarded chewing gum and the scratched
phrase ‘Little Devil’. She strongly condemns the offenders:

In China terms such as ‘Little Japan’ and ‘Japanese Little Devil’ connote contempt for the
Japanese. The perpetrators remain unknown. Under any circumstances, under any cultural
influence, such a vulgar act should not be tolerated.67

Whereas in Kiribati she caricatures generic entities ‘who shout out “I am a victim of
the war”’, Sasa speculates that because of the characters used to deface the memorial,
Chinese tourists were the likely culprits.68 Thus, Sasa repeats the flaw of hōganbiiki: she
accentuates the abuse of the memorial, but loses sight of crucial questions concerning
why terms such as ‘Little Devil’ persist and how the descration of memorials affects the
present relations between Japan, East Asia and the Pacific Islands. Failing to engage
with these questions aids the revisionist cause by overlooking Japan’s history of
wrongdoings.

The Making of an Activist

In this travelogue, we see the evolution of Sasa’s historical and political awareness
that gives a wider circulation to conservative and revisionist interpretations of
wartime history. The final chapter of Onna hitori marks Sasa’s transformation
from a journalist into an advocate for her newly found cause, the maintenance of
Japanese war memorials across the South Pacific. She expresses concern about the
decay of Japanese memorials across Pacific Islands, although Japanese concerns had
been voiced as early as the 1960s.69 In this chapter, she levels her criticism at the
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (Kōsei rōdōshō), which administers the
affairs concerning, inter alia, war veterans, atom-bomb victims and the bone collec-
tion of dead soldiers across the Asia-Pacific. She weighs the efforts of these travellers
across the Pacific Islands against a perceived lack of commitment by the ministry.
Informed by her belief that the travellers have sacrificed much in their attempts to
honour Japanese military past, she claims that the ministry has abrogated its moral
responsibility for the soldiers.70 Sasa’s position resembles the sense of mission that
other Japanese irei-dan invest in their journeys. Around the same time as Sasa’s
journeys, historian Greg Dvorak made the following observation of Japanese irei-
dan visiting the Marshall Islands: ‘a vigilante style of memorialization enacted by
nationalistic groups … who presume to shoulder the burden of memory they believe

65This is the only solo trip in the six journeys featured in Onna hitori.
66For details of the origins of Saipan’s memorial site, see Camacho, Cultures of Commemoration, 116–123. Koreans were
Japanese subjects from 1910 to 1945.

67Sasa, Onna hitori, 219–220.
68Sasa seems oblivious to the irony that her favourite animal, the panda, is the national icon of China. Furthermore, her
surname means ‘bamboo leaves’, the panda’s staple diet. I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for this point.

69Hamai, ‘Sengo Nihon no kaigai senbotsusha’, 225.
70Sasa, Onna hitori, 260–61.
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their country is neglecting’.71 Sasa’s criticism extends to ministry bureaucrats. She
says they do not visit the sites and remain ignorant of the struggles of the irei-dan
in maintaining the memorials such as removing weeds and rubbish in the heat
before they conduct memorials.72

Sasa’s historical consciousness evolves into a form of activism which calls for the
government to take direct charge of the preservation of the memorials. She maintains
that this is the least the government should do for the deceased soldiers, veterans and
the bereaved families, as the soldiers were not at fault for initiating the war.73 Sasa
defers to the opinion expressed by the popular historical novelist Shiba Ryōtarō (1923–-
1996), who has called the Japanese soldiers to the Pacific Islands kimin, or ‘discarded
people’.74 She finds that this term articulates the impressions she has gathered from her
journeys and states that leaving the memorials to decay or removing them is tanta-
mount to abandoning the soldiers twice.75At the same time, she makes clear she formed
her opinion not only from reading Shiba’s writing, but also from the impressions she
drew from her journeys. She asserts her own emerging voice and authority as a travel
writer who has cultivated an appropriate sensitivity for the deceased. Crucially, Shiba’s
opinion helps her to recycle the idiom of hōganbiiki and reassert its salience by pitting
the negligent government against the irei-dan.

Sasa finds another angle to criticise not just the Japanese government but also
diplomatic relations in the region. She judges the dilapidated state of the memorials
as the Islanders’ unwillingness to reciprocate their gratitude for Japanese aid and
investment. This reveals her belief that foreign aid and investment are tools to garner
loyalty from the Islanders so that they will volunteer to take care of the memorials.76

This idea is detailed in her interview of a naturalised Solomon Island citizen and one-
time Solomon Island parliamentarian, Yukio Sato. He tells Sasa the Solomon Islanders
do not talk openly about their feelings regarding the wartime era: ‘They just don’t say it.
They still resent the Japanese.’77 In Onna hitori, Sasa does not record asking Sato what
the Japanese did during the war or what the Japanese can do to address the Solomon
Islanders’ deep-seated resentment.78 Instead, she proposes that the Japanese state,
rather than citizens, should take charge of maintaining the war memorials and should
divert a small percentage of Japanese foreign aid to prevent them from further decay.79

Sasa exploits Sato’s comment as a reliable local interlocutor to lend weight to her
criticism of the failure of Japanese overseas aid to foster reconciliation with the
Solomon Islanders. Her solution reveals that Sasa’s rationale for commemoration
does not recognise wrongs committed during the war or aim to foster reconciliation

71Dvorak, ‘Who Closed the Sea?’, 364.
72Sasa, Onna hitori, 261.
73Ibid.
74Ibid., 268.
75Ibid.
76Her opinion is not far off the mark. The Japanese government expects the Pacific Islands to vote in favour of Japan at
international fora to reciprocate foreign aid. Tarte, Japan’s Aid, 199, and Crocombe, Asia, 244.

77Sasa, Onna hitori 265.
78An oral history of Solomon Islanders’ experience of the Pacific War is recorded in White, et al., The Big Death. The story
of Sergeant-Major Jacob Vouza, a Solomon Islander who worked for the Americans, is worth noting. Captured and
tortured by the Japanese during the Battle of Tenaru, after which he escaped and continued to serve the Americans.
Vouza’s story demonstrates the violence perpetrated by the Japanese on Solomon Islanders. Thus, it seems fair that
they resent the Japanese. Merillat, Guadalcanal, 106–107.

79Sasa, Onna hitori, 267.
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between the belligerent states and the Islanders. Her intent is to honour the Japanese
soldiers’ sacrifice on foreign soil. Sasa reflects, following her involvement with irei-dan,
that the passage of time alone will not heal the wounds of the past. She urges readers to:

confront the past with sincerity and develop a sense of appreciation and mourning for the
soldiers who died for our homeland. I suppose only when this is done naturally may the
‘postwar’ of Japan come to its end.80

She repeats the same opinion in an article published some time after Onna hitori and
proposes that the Japanese government, rather than disparate private initiatives, take a
more proactive and central role in commemorating the fallen soldiers, including the
suggestion that the government co-ordinate joint memorial services with friendly
nations. She believes that such an initiative would demonstrate Japan’s good will and
desire for peace, and could help prevent Chinese and Koreans from criticising the
Japanese who visit Yasukuni Shrine. ‘Mourning the soldiers who have served the
nation,’ she maintains, ‘is the duty of an individual who enjoys the benefits of peace
and prosperity in Japan.’81

Sasa’s proposal to mourn the deceased soldiers in order to bring an end to the
postwar malaise in Japan shares a striking resemblance to the ideas of critic Katō
Norihiro.82 One aspect of his complex argument, which triggered heated debate
amongst Japanese intelligentsia in the mid-1990s, is his ‘diagnosis’ that postwar Japan
is ‘schizophrenic’. He proposes that the Japanese should mourn the three million
Japanese dead soldiers first, before grieving for the other 20 million dead in Asia.
Only when this is done can Japan offer heartfelt apologies and heal its national
schizophrenia.83 While some critics accept his call for a re-examination of Japanese
wartime responsibility, others challenge Katō’s argument on a number of points.
Amongst them is his sweeping generalisation of the war dead as a single category
that prevents questions about the soldiers’ ambiguous position as both the aggressors
and the victims of the military strategists.84 The flaw in hōganbiiki surfaces here in that
the questions may not go far enough to probe the atrocities committed by ordinary
Japanese soldiers in the name of war.

Sasa advocates the benefits of mourning abandoned soldiers as a step to recovering
their dignity. She believes that this will help Japan break loose from questions regarding
the wartime campaigns and postwar issues. Sasa’s brand of hōganbiiki for the Pacific
War soldiers and the community of the grieving obfuscates questions about Japan’s
deep historical footprints on the Pacific Islands. For instance, the visit to Palau by
Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko in April 2015 could have conveyed the gravity
with which the imperial family regard colonial and wartime events. Yet, questions of
whose memory and to what end such memory should be recovered, related and
commemorated demand greater sensitivity, beyond the framework of hōganbiiki.

80Ibid., 268.
81Sasa, ‘Gyokusai no shima no ireihi’, 161. In this article Sasa cites figures from the Association for the Pacific War
Bereaved. The war memorial cost 200 million yen. Sasa calculates this sum amounts to 0.02 per cent of the total
foreign aid of one trillion 300 billion yen in 2006. Ibid., 153.

82His essays are published as an anthology; see Katō, Haisengoron.
83Ibid., 12–13, 61–63, 83–84. The numbers of dead come from his essays.
84Igarashi, Bodies of Memory, 208; Morris-Suzuki, ‘Unquiet Graves’, 24; Trefalt, ‘War, Commemoration and National
Identity’, 134.
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Onna hitori clearly shows the progression of Sasa’s historical consciousness from her
reading of Aida’s autobiography in her youth. How has Sasa’s position changed since
Onna hitori? Five years after the release of the book, in 2012, in an interview with Abe
Akie, wife of the current prime minister, Sasa remarked: ‘A true postwar period can
only come when 100 million [sic] Japanese gather their thoughts about South Pacific
battles and put their hands in prayer. At least this is the way a normal nation should
be.’85 These sentences may replicate Katō’s central ideas but encapsulate Sasa’s unwa-
vering commitment to her journalism, activism and a vision she has developed as a
result of her journeys. This is a necessary cure she promotes for the ‘unhealthy’ miasma
of postwar anxieties and for the restoration of ‘normality’.

Conclusion

Onna hitori is more than a tale of Sasa’s personal growth; it is a testimony to the power
of travel to have a profound impact on a young, intellectually curious traveller. Sasa’s
travelogue maps out the process in which her emotions take shape in two oft-
overlapping phases. First, she develops empathy and respect for the irei-dan, compris-
ing bereaved families, veterans and deceased soldiers. Sasa inserts her own impressions
when introducing their personal stories and turns their experiences into emblematic or
representative ones. Sasa’s narrative, inadvertently or otherwise, supports her histori-
cally limited, conservative view of the defeat. Furthermore, her self-deprecating epi-
sodes remind us of the limits of her empathetic perspicacity, while at the same time
elevating the deceased soldiers and the veterans. Such glorification of soldiers serves to
strengthen her view of the war. Second, her empathy turns into anger at the apparent
neglect of the Japanese soldiers and memorials. This drives her historical consciousness
and motivates her to campaign for the nation-wide honouring of the dead and returned
soldiers. By this second phase she believes she fully comprehends the desire of irei-dan
to commemorate the dead, as expressed in the 2006 speech in Bougainville by the
chairperson of the All-Japan Solomon Islands Association. At this time she witnesses
the apparent neglect of the memorials around the Pacific Islands. She criticises the
government for its alleged neglect and advocates direct funding as a more constructive
way to foster better relations with the Pacific Island countries. She sees little problem in
this proposition because she believes it is the state’s duty to honour those who die in
war. Sasa’s defence of her views is often implied rather than spelled out, as in her
descriptions of the efforts made by citizen associations and the episodes of the Kiribati
elder and the Banzai Cliff. Each example adds new layers to her nuanced support for
conservative and revisionist interpretations. Onna hitori and Sasa’s subsequent career
inform us of the potential of travelogue to reiterate and repackage extant historical
discourses and interpretations beyond the expected scholarly audience and intelligen-
tsia. We cannot predict how Sasa’s wide-ranging activities will evolve, but her publica-
tions thus far give us the opportunity to assess her potential role in informing the
Japanese public in decades to come.

85Abe and Sasa, ‘Senseki ireitabi’, 134. The population of Japan was 127.11 million in the latest national census of 2015.
Japan, Statistics Bureau, “News Bulletin, July 21, 2015”.
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